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SUMMARY 
 he article studies the filmic construction of the testimonies that come from interviewed 
characters in the documentary cinema of Joaquim Jordà. The film El encargo del cazador (1990) is 
taken as key point of reference in order to study in depth the method that Jordà uses to obtain the 
intimate declaration that closes the film from the interviewed figure. A process of insight towards bare 
and interior truth that refuses the sadist and sensationalistic imposition of the question, choosing 
instead the search of a chance to render the testimony's voluntarily liberation. 
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ARTICLE 
Does the tableau have a subject (a topic)? Nowise; it has a 
meaning, not a subject. The meaning begins with the social gest 
(with the pregnant moment); outside of the gest, there is only 
vagueness, insignificance. (...) The subject is a false articulation: 
why this subject in preference to another? The work only begins with 
the tableau, when the meaning is set into the gesture and the co-
ordination of gestures.  
       
  Roland Barthes1 
 
 
The extreme close-ups of Daría Esteva, at the end of El encargo del cazador (1990) 
expressing, with a broad grin, that she is fed up with talking about Jacinto Esteva, is the indisputable 
pregnant moment of one of the most important works of Joaquim Jordà. Need one add that Daría 
steva is the person who, as becomes clear throughout the film, has herself promoted the film in order 
to keep the memory of her father alive?   
Let us go back to the start of the project: Joaquim Jordà often related –and almost exactly on 
all such occasions2-  the fact that he found out about the death of Jacinto Esteva through a journalist 
who, in September 1985, telephoned him to ask him for an obituary note about his old friend with 
whom, well into the tumultuous nineteen sixties, he had directed the film Dante no es únicamente 
severo (1967). Three years later, Daría Esteva, Jacinto’s daughter, invited Jordà to collaborate in a 
homage that she had prepared in remembrance of her father, and she proposed he should edit the 
ten hours of film her father had shot in Mozambique during his expeditions to Africa in the early 
seventies: Daría wants me to edit Jacinto’s images, but it seems so necrophilic to me that I say no. 
                                                            
1 Roland Barthes, Lo obvio y lo obtuso. Imágenes, gestos, voces, Paidós, Barcelona, 1986, p.99.  
2 J. M. Garcia Ferrer and Martí Rom , Joaquín Jordà, Associació d’Enginyers Industrials de Catalunya, 
Barcelona, 2001,  pp. 106-08,  Laia Manresa, Joaquim Jordá. La mirada lliure, Pòrtic i Filmoteca de 
Catalunya, Barcelona, 2006, pp. 59-60 and Esteve Riambau, Glòria Salvadó, Casimiro Torreiro, “A mi la 
normalidad no me gusta”. Un largo encuentro con Joaquín Jordá, “Nosferatu”, no. 52, April 2006, p.67. 
But as I was predisposed to do it, I propose something else. To make her father live, not to work with 
his inert material, but to achieve what he wanted, which was not to be forgotten. The film is highly 
necrophilic but the goal is quite the opposite: it is to represent him again3.  
And how does Joaquim Jordà represent Jacinto Esteva again? Precisely through Daría 
Esteva, the female figure who, throughout the film, and standing out from the rest of the interviewees 
that make up the documentary, starts to become the veritable central figure. In fact, Daría makes her 
subjectivity so felt when she tells the story of her father’s trajectory, she imposes her own story to 
such an extent, that it could be said that Jordà ends up with a documentary about Daría and not 
about Jacinto. And when, in the shot referred to above, which closes the film, this fundamental 
feminity culminates the journey embarked upon so that her father would not be forgotten, it reveals 
her discovery that the enterprise undertaken has served no purpose: It is impossible to explain 
somebody by setting them in a film because it’s like freezing them and life flows in another way, it’s 
different, states Daría, before smiling, freely, and saying that she’s had enough of talking about her 
father.  
The failure of the journey, therefore, is compensated. Thanks to Joaquim Jordà’s probing 
eye, those watching El encargo del cazador have witnessed the testament of the film’s true 
protagonist, this woman miniaturised by the past who is in any case capable, at the end of the film, of 
growing in a close-up shot before the camera. It thus deals with an inner journey towards the 
redemption of a debt with the past: a self-imposed mission which turns out to be wrong. It is not by 
chance that, in this sequence of final revelation, the young woman is sitting in front of a fireplace: the 
close-up of the flames help to emphasise the purificatory step which the heroin is about to take.   
As she utters these last words, Daría momentarily steps out of the frame because she throws 
an object she was holding (a small toy car she projects in front of her) and this gesture of liberation is 
accompanied by the sound of her words stating I’m up to here with speaking about Jacinto Esteva. 
Then, Daría focuses her glance off camera, towards the left of frame, where we suppose Joaquim 
Jordà is. The look is of intense complicity, as if she understood that the director was looking for this 
burst of truth before the camera. Moments later, she looks towards the lens and implores the 
cameraman to cut the shot, but he continues to record the girl’s liberated smile; in the end, a slight 
                                                            
3 Riambau, Salvadó, Torreiro,  Op. Cit., p.67. 
diagonal panoramic shot above her moves to the dark back of the room, fading into the black ending 
on which the credits appear closing the film. 
 
* * * 
 
The documentary begins with the image of a the back of a hunter –supposedly Jacinto- who, 
upon a moving vehicle, is making his way along a track with a few white houses on the right; with no 
raccord of sight, of situation or of direction, a second image shows us, in a long shot, an open 
landscape where a herd of buffalo are running at full speed, side-on, on from left to right; a third 
general shot captures the image of vultures that move towards the centre of the shot, where there is 
a dead animal. It is on this third image that the reading begins by Joaquim Jordà of the last words of 
a letter that Jacinto left to his daughter: If I go to Africa this week and the plane crashes please 
compile my writings patiently and slowly and publish them, even if it’s just to satisfy the imbecile 
vanity of a dead man. Warm regards, Cinto. 
Following the bird shot, a further two images form the visual counterpoint of the reading: a 
typewritten document signed by Jacinto Esteva Grewe in which, in brackets, you can read 
professional hunter and a close up of the handwritten letter being read by the director. Of this 
succinct introduction, we are interested in underlining a new expressive brushstroke that Joaquim 
Jordà extracts in the act of enunciating: prior to reading even if it’s just to satisfy the imbecile vanity of 
a dead man, the director who has transmuted into commentator pauses for a moment and laughs. 
With this extremely brief laughter interrupting the reading, Jordà lays down his intention not to 
sacralise the word of the dead man. It is as if, from the start of the film, he needed to underscore the 
lively –hardly melancholic- relationship he will have with the deceased4.  
                                                            
4 It is essential to recall that, in the cited interview in Nosferatu,  Jordà insists on the idea that despite being 
able to detect that death is present in many of his films –as interviewers point out- he would like to 
undramatise (...) Dying seems to me as normal as living. It is something that happens after. And it doesn’t 
frighten me, or worry me in the least. It has occurred to me very clearly since I had the heart attack and this 
coma. I don’t think I’m concerned by death. The fact that it comes out as a subject in my films...Well (...) I’m 
not interested in death. It doesn’t do much for me as a subject. I suppose I try to divest it of its transcendence. 
I don’t know. (Ibidem p. 56). 
The distancing operation becomes yet more significant when, a short while later, Jordà presents 
Daria Esteva, sat at a writing desk, reading the same sentence that Jordà interrupted with his 
laughter. In this new reading, Esteva’s daughter does not smile at all. Quite the contrary, she 
pronounces her father’s words quite seriously indeed. Jordà, contrasting the two ways of reading 
the letter, seems to want to underline the difference in attitude when facing death. It could be said 
that the director coaxes Daría to embark on a purificatory journey in search of this smile: and the 
girl not only finds it and reveals it, in the final sequence, but her radiant laughter is then 
accompanied by a complicit glance towards the filmmaker who has known how to steer her to that 
point.  
This game played by Daría Esteva and Joaquim Jordà throughout El encargo del cazador is not 
always easy to clarify. Without a doubt it acquires an ambiguous dimension when, shortly before 
the curtain drops, Jordà includes a few declarations made by Daria in which the daughter explains 
that Jacinto had wanted to commit suicide. Jordà replies to these declarations with some images, 
shot POV, which seem to evoke the phantasmal vision of Jacinto himself. While the soundtrack 
plays the voice of the deceased singing a song in English, the shot takes us, in effect, from the 
front door of the house where the director had lived, to the different corridors of the apartment until 
Daria emerges from a hidden corner simulating causing a burlesque fright towards the camera. 
Then, Jacinto’s voice is heard ratifying that the movement of the camera corresponds 
hypothetically to his presence.  
Who filmed these images? What impression does Joaquim Jordà want to give? Inserted after the 
declaration that Jacinto wanted to die, these camera movements seem to evoke the filmmaker’s 
terminal trajectory, an impression which is corroborated by the end of the sequence when the 
camera falls, just as Esteve’s body itself, staging the desire for suicide. What, however, is the 
meaning of Daria’s previous mockery, suddenly jumping out in the corridor like a creature wanting 
to cause a fright?  What relationship is established between Daria’s body and Jordà’s camera, via 
the intangible phantasm of Jacinto?  
 
                                *          *       * 
 
It would be easy to think that, in the Rossellinian maniera, Joaquim Jordà had gone about the 
shooting of El encargo del cazador expecting something to reveal itself during filming, as if 
chance, besieged by the filmmaker’s vigilant perseverance, was sufficient, sooner or later, to 
capture an instant of such devastating and worthy truth as that offered by Daría at the end of the 
film. But Joaquim Jordà states that this unforgettable moment was not stumbled across, but 
sought: I thought about the end of the film with Daría in front of the camera, after days filming it 
and speaking about her father (she had already said everything). I put the following reasoning to 
myself: she must be fed up, she wouldn’t know what else to say… she’ll want to say that that’s 
enough, but she won’t say it and she’ll look to me… I won’t cut the film, then she’ll look at Carles 
Gusi (cameraman) and he’ll hold her glance… and finally the camera will lift and lose her. It might 
not have happened like that, but it went just as I’d expected. It was marvellous5. 
In the same way, Joaquim Jordà creates some really tense situations in front of the camera 
when, for example, he switches on a small tape recorder and makes Daría listen to the voice of 
Jacinto Esteva. After several interventions in respect of Esteva’s son’s suicide and the decline 
suffered by the father after that moment, Jordà chooses an audio excerpt in which Jacinto recorded 
himself saying that it was not the son but he who had taken the potassium cyanide... Daría, in a 
close-up, smoking continuously, listens to the father’s words. One hand, off-camera, switches off the 
                                                            
5 J. M. Garcia Ferrer and Martí Rom, Op. Cit., p.108. 
tape, Daría looks towards where we suppose the director is situated, and, in defiance she asks: do 
you think that affects me? The camera retains her look with a forced smile on her lips; she takes 
another puff on her cigarette and continues looking kindly at the director.  
Although it is true, regarding this point, that Daría begins the first exercise to find the smile 
that distances her from her father, there is, in the girl’s attitude, a certain will to restrain the director: 
Daría suspends this first attempt by Jordà to open up to the confession, but, on the other hand, 
shortly afterwards, with a rather more sophisticated strategy, the director manages to get from her all 
that he thinks the girl needs to exteriorise. This time it is a parallel montage turned into a veritable 
tour de force: while Daria lets her thoughts flow, the soundtrack recovers the comments that Ana 
Ventosa  –the last woman to accompany Jacinto- makes about his last days. In a section lasting 
eleven minutes, the director mounts the sound of the interviews with the two women in parallel, while 
a shot of a working monitor shows the last recorded images of Jacinto Esteva. They are images that 
end up with a shot of Jacinto vanquished, utterly dispirited. Benito Rabal had asked him to do a 
profile for television. Jacinto had accepted and, according to what Daría explains, had been quite on 
edge for two days getting ready for the interview, but there was a delay and the film crew did not 
arrive until a day later: When the TVE cameraman, Benito Rabal and the technicians arrive, Jacinto is 
already beside himself. In this scene of El encargo del cazador the idea was to depict this situation 
and complement it with the two witnesses of that story. His last wife saw it as just another side to 
Jacinto; Daría, on the other hand, saw it as a mistake. Daría was there but, when the cameras 
arrived, she left immediately because she couldn’t stand that filming. In my film, Daría behaved like a 
splendid professional: she had committed herself and, in spite of hurting her, she watched the 
images. But Daría knew instinctively that the suffering in this case is therapeutic and it was doing 
catharsis6. 
When Jordà has Daria before these images for the first time he asks her –voice off screen-: 
what can you tell me Dária? The reply appears mounted on the image of Jacinto walking with her, 
strolling embraced, and laughing:  without a doubt being sat here in front of this video now is a kind of 
shock therapy (...); (referring to the video): I utterly hate it: it’s painful, corrosive and savage. It’s a 
sort of live autopsy they did on Jacinto. You can see in an extreme close-up shot what is happening 
inside the video: you can hear what Jacinto explains to his daughter. From the close-up of the video 
                                                            
6 Riambau, Salvadó, Torreiro, Op. Cit., p.63 
you move to Ana Ventosa, who also comments on the images. It is a tense montage in which there is 
a certain continuity between the images projected on the monitor, but, conversely, as Jordà explains, 
the attitude of the two is quite different. At no time does Ana Ventosa enjoy such a privileged shot as 
the one which, in an extreme close-up, looking affected at the images of the father she says: you 
know why it was awful? Because I felt sorry for Jacinto. A gesture of covering or tightening her lips 
complements this confession which is seen as being terrible and painful for Daria. 
 
* * * 
 
In a comment about La paura (1954) by Roberto Rossellini, Alain Bergala reaches the following 
conclusion: filming becomes confounded with the device of torture: the actress is subjected to a state 
of suffering under the impassive eye of the camera and the marks and effects of this suffering are 
filmed on her face, from which the truth must appear: a snatched, forced truth. (...) A whole group of 
personalities of the modern cinema –Bresson, Bergman, Godard, Straub, Eustache, Pialat- will base 
itself at some time on this conception of the cinema according to which the camera must tear from 
the actor the more or less controlled declaration of his truth, recording the effects of his own violence 
for the viewer7. 
 
 Both in the scene in which Daria is confronted by the recorded words of her father and those 
where she is seen to be commenting on the last preserved images of Jacinto, the camera scrutinises 
the protagonist, painfully forcing her truth. But Joaquim Jordà embarks on this journey in order to 
steer it towards an ending that, as we have endeavoured to show, deletes all violence. And it is in this 
renunciation of sadistic control over the figure of the interviewee (a far cry, therefore, from the 
Rossellinian model invoked by Bergala in his article) where Joaquim Jordà’s cinema finds its most 
incorruptible identity trait.  
 We could construe the organisation of the mise en scène of Joaquim  Jordà’s films as the 
creation of an opportunity for the witness, as a period of suspension in which prejudices and false 
                                                            
7 Alain Bergala: El cine revelado, Paidós, Barcelona, 2000, p. 17. 
certainties eclipse each other, erased by the unexpected glow of a truth destined to revel itself before 
the camera, without any violence, like a diaphanous liberation. In El encargo del cazador, this project 
finds its first attainment its foundational crystallisation. And Jordà is to continue to experiment 
throughout his later cinematographic career by extracting a truth from his characters which liberates 
them.  
Perhaps the extreme case of such exploration arises in the filming of De Nens (2003), in 
which Jordà encounters the refusal of Antoni Tamarit, the man accused of child molesting around 
whom the film is structured, to be interviewed. Appropriating Tamarit’s lawsuit, despite everything, 
Jordà records the hard device that the legal harassment has forged on the accused, and condemns 
the judges’ sadism in wishing to extract imperatively his truths. If Jordà is unrelenting in attacking the 
model of the public prosecutor’s questioning it is because his cinema is precisely against this 
imposition of the word, and in favour, quite contrarily, of the peaceful moment of the confession, of 
the free liberation of such long-hidden secrets.  
We can find another demonstrative example in Veinte años no es nada (2004): it is a long, 
memorable sequence of the confession of Pepi, the woman in love with Juan Manzanares the bank 
robber, who relates her whole story of life on the run, worthy of a romantic film of the black cinema, 
until Juan’s death due to irreversible renal insufficiency. This confession is not sustained on the 
images, permeable to the sensationalism of the emotional face that evokes that long series of events. 
Jordà prefers to deny us vision, and leave us with the raw power of the word, which is heard on an 
empty, snow-covered landscape. By renouncing a vision of the moved face of the interviewee, Jordà 
shows himself, once again, to be an enemy of all sadistic assumption of interrogation, and perfectly 
complicit with its protagonist, whom he grants the liberty of confessing, but does not impose it by any 
coactive rule. 
It is, finally, in his posthumous film Más allá del espejo (2006) where the renunciation of 
psychological torture towards witnesses reaches its most extreme manifestation. At one essential 
moment of this film, Jordà sacrifices a possible confessional climax and decides to preserve the 
intimacy of the person the camera has come to record. In this film about different witnesses affected 
by cognitive sight-related illnesses, Jordà interviews Paula, a blind friend to whom he dedicates an 
extended shot in front of a river, in one of the landscapes in which the woman grew up. The shot 
includes the figure of Paula in the foreground, and behind, the director himself dialoguing. The 
director inquires as to her drama, and leaves the time to come onto the scene. It is clear that Jordà 
seeks the liberation, but Paula is reluctant and during a long silence it becomes clear to us that she 
will not talk, she will not provide any confession.  Faced with this silence, Jordà lets out –now off 
camera- the words “let’s call it a day” which appear to contain a little irritation; but what, in short, the 
sequence provides is an elegant renunciation of all kinds of sadistic exorcism towards the 
interviewee. In the imperative tone of “let’s call it a day” we can feel the director’s frustration at not 
having achieved what he had certainly set himself as his goal. The greatness of the moment lies, 
paradoxically, in the fact that a director who has structured his whole filmography around a maieutics 
of always fertile results, is capable of showing his failed attempt, in the film that should be considered 
his testamentary work. 
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